Bone Creepers

The Bone™ Mechanics Creeper
- Sturdy platform won’t flip or tip!
- Comfortable ergonomic design!
- Huge 5” (127 mm) easy rolling wheels!
- Lowest creeper on the market
- 1.75” (45 mm) ground clearance

100% MADE IN THE USA

The Bone-Ster™ Mechanics Creeper
- Smooth rolling 3” diameter wheels!
- Mega strong & comfortable ergonomic design!
- Rolls over rough surfaces with ease!
- Won’t tip you, flip you or pinch you!

Tail Bone™ Mechanics Seat
Huge comfy seat fits all posteriors!
Unique design moves with your body!
Big wheels roll over rough floors!
Tripod design resists tipping!
Rolls over cords and hoses!
Excellent for low work:
• Mechanical work
• Cleaning & polishing
• Painting and laying tile
• And many more
Resistant to oils & solvents!
Recommended use: General Purpose

The Rough Rider™ Mechanics Creeper
- All the features of the Bone PLUS:
- Holds 400 pounds (181 kg)!
- Wide wheels for rough terrain!
- Works in grass, dirt and some gravel!
- 3” (76 mm) offroad ground clearance
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